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Abstract

At the present moment of obvious tension between Moscow and Washington, it may be tempting to dismiss the likelihood of progress on any diplomatic front, let alone in the complex multilateral format of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. Yet the 1972–75 Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) itself took place against a backdrop of intense rivalry between the U.S. and Soviet-led blocs, suggesting that reasoned dialogue and consensus on core issues of shared security in the OSCE space is possible, despite—or perhaps even because of—the looming threat of conflict between geopolitical rivals. Despite some superficial similarities, relations between Russia and the United States today are sufficiently different from the past that they cannot accurately be described as a conflict in the same category as the Cold War. The U.S.-Russia relations have been severely strained over the crisis in Ukraine, but management of the crisis alone will not be enough to restore productive relations between Washington and Moscow or to repair the damage to European security. The best hope is likely a return to the principles of the 1975 Helsinki Final Act, and through a similarly inclusive region-wide dialogue. Today, the United States, Europe, and Russia all share an interest in renewal of just such a dialogue, although what will not—indeed what must not—return is the Cold War “balance of terror” that exerted pressure on all sides to participate seriously in the original Helsinki process.

Keywords

Introduction

In modern Western political and media discourse, wars, natural disasters, and all manner of humanitarian crises are understood to be of general interest. Accordingly, it is out of fashion to ask the question, “why should we care?” about events taking place far beyond a nation’s borders. Yet political leaders are sometimes pressed to provide an answer, particularly when they seek to mobilize popular support for intervention in a seemingly far off crisis.

The most often heard justification for Western concern about the crisis in Ukraine has a distinctively modern or even post-modern ring to it. According to U.S. President Barack Obama, “Russia’s actions in Ukraine challenge [the] post-war order [that] bigger nations should not be able to bully smaller ones.” While formal legal instruments abound purporting to set forth the agreed rules of behavior for nations, these specific precepts are seldom cited. Rather, it is Moscow’s apparent disregard for the “international order,” or the appropriate behavior for a “modern civilized nation,” that seems to animate Western outrage over Russia’s annexation of Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula and its armed intervention in the Donbas.

Is the Ukraine crisis really such a threat to global order? As Krastev and Leonard have explained, “for the past 300 years, Europe was at the center of global affairs.... Even during the Cold War—when the global superpowers were non-European powers—order was still centered around control of Europe and the contest between democratic capitalism and Soviet communism as a battle between European ideologies.”1 Indeed, it was at the very height of that rivalry, in 1975, that a concert of European and non-European states came together to enshrine the principles of the Helsinki Final Act, which laid the moral, intellectual, and political foundation for the post-Cold War Charter of Paris for a New Europe, and the creation of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). Thus it does seem that until China, India, Brazil, and other non-European rising powers are prepared to pay the costs and endure the constraints entailed in maintaining global order, the responsibility will reside primarily with Europe, and thus with the OSCE.

---

1 Ivan Krastev and Mark Leonard, ‘The New European Disorder’, in ECFR Essay no 17, European Council on Foreign Relations, 2014, p. 1. It should be noted that Krastev and Leonard are perhaps focusing overly on formal geography when they describe the United States and the Soviet Union as non-European powers. In fact, both powers had been deeply engaged in Europe for most of the last century, all the more so after their shared victory in the Second World War, and Russia and the United States might both fairly be described as European powers—or at the very least, powers in Europe—to this day.
If OSCE participating states bear such unique responsibility for European and thus global order in the twenty-first century, can they now live up to the challenge? As the product of political consensus among its participating states, rather than a legally binding international convention, the OSCE depends on the continuing political will of those same states to achieve any meaningful outcome. The success or failure of the OSCE, therefore, depends entirely on interactions between the region’s major powers—most of all the U.S. and Russia.

At the present moment of obvious tension between Moscow and Washington, it may be tempting to dismiss the likelihood of progress on any diplomatic front, let alone in the complex multilateral format of the OSCE. Yet recall that the 1972–75 Helsinki process itself was birthed in a period of intense rivalry between the U.S. and Soviet-led blocs, suggesting that reasoned dialogue and consensus on core issues of shared security in the OSCE space is possible, despite—or perhaps even because of—the looming threat of conflict between geopolitical rivals. Thus a key question is whether the terms of interaction between Russia and the West today have produced circumstances sufficiently similar to those of four decades ago to once again underscore the need to shift from conflict to cooperation, in which the OSCE could play a central role? Put differently, is the present conflict a new Cold War, with all that would entail, or is it something different?

The Current Crisis and the Cold War in Context

On some levels, the tension between Moscow and Washington in the post-Ukraine crisis period seems quite similar to what existed between the Soviet Union and the United States during the Cold War. On both sides, the dominant tone of political debate and popular rhetoric has shifted from unease or dismissiveness toward the other to outright hostility, often devolving into demonization of individuals, especially the two presidents. As Robert Legvold has argued, the highly propagandized narratives heard on both sides tend to describe the origins of the current crisis in absolutist terms—the other side is seen as solely at fault for provoking and exacerbating the conflict at each stage.2

Through official and unofficial channels, neither side devotes significant attention to efforts at preserving or enhancing cooperation, even in areas of obviously shared interest, while there is ample pressure from both publics and

---

political classes to impose “tit for tat” punishments on the other side, in a potentially endless escalation of sanctions and counter-sanctions. Finally, the two states are engaged on opposite sides in a series of proxy conflicts in third countries, especially along the post-Soviet periphery and in the Middle East. As in the Cold War, both Moscow and Washington have courted support for their positions from other states, sometimes achieving international alignments or coalitions that are disturbingly reminiscent of Cold-War geopolitical “blocs.”

Yet there are important differences between this conflict and the past. First and foremost, the contacts between Americans and Russians on the level of individual citizens, private firms, and charitable or religious organizations are unprecedented in scope and depth. To be sure, ties between Russians and Americans are hardly universal or fully reciprocal. Yet the generations on both sides who have come of age fully after the Cold War are far better connected to one another than were even the Soviet and U.S. elite a half century ago. Though not necessarily more pro-American than their parents, young Russians are far more likely to speak English, have visited the United States or Western Europe, and have access to an unfiltered window on America through popular culture and social media. Such familiarity with Russian language, culture and lifestyle is not reciprocated on the U.S. side, however among Americans with professional or personal ties to Russia, connections are both more widespread and more robust than they were for even U.S. Soviet experts during most of the Cold War period.

The imbalance in knowledge of one another is mirrored in the overall power imbalance in U.S.-Russia relations since the end of the Cold War. The United States, coming off a quarter century of hyperpower status, is not accustomed to deferring to the interests of other global actors, including Russia. For its part, Russia has recovered considerably from its post-Soviet collapse, yet it still defines its priorities in primarily regional terms, and describes the global system as inherently multipolar.3

Still, U.S. and Russian interests have been largely compatible during the post-Cold War period, and remain so in many spheres despite serious differences over Ukraine. There is no major ideological divide between the two sides as in the Cold War, with basic agreement on free market principles and even on the essential formula of electoral democracy, despite a serious dispute about the extent to which the state must defer to universal human rights and political freedoms. Lastly, compared to the implicit threat of mutually assured

---

destruction that defined Cold War interactions, there is a low perceived threat that U.S.-Russia rivalries could escalate to direct conventional or even nuclear confrontation. When 2012 Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney characterized Russia as the top geopolitical threat to the United States, President Obama dismissed that view as a Cold War relic with the quip, “the nineteen eighties are now calling to ask for their foreign-policy back because the Cold War’s been over for 20 years.”

From this assessment, it would be reasonable to conclude that despite some superficial similarities, relations between Russia and the U.S. today are sufficiently different from the past that they cannot accurately be described as a conflict in the same category as the Cold War. Further deterioration in economic and political ties remains entirely possible, and perhaps even likely, if the crisis in Ukraine is not resolved, yet the greatly enhanced connections between Russia and the West, basic consensus on free market capitalism, and disinclination toward direct confrontation of the past twenty-five years should exert a moderating influence on these tensions. Unfortunately, this mixed picture of U.S.-Russia interaction carries both positive and negative implications for the OSCE, European security, and the global order.

On the positive side of the ledger, the enhanced mutual understanding achieved in the post-Cold War period, the absence of ideological conflict, and the considerable extent of shared interests, all suggest that a foundation still exists for restoring some degree of balance and productivity to U.S.-Russia interactions. It goes almost without saying that any “new normal” would have to address the Ukraine crisis head on, and probably would entail the adoption of a face-saving exit strategy for Russia from its current intervention, with gradual easing of all but a handful of symbolic U.S. and E.U. sanctions. While this would in no way erase the cleavages that have accrued over Ukraine, it could enable a return to limited pragmatic cooperation around areas of shared interest, including in the OSCE context.

Yet there is also a disturbing downside to the fact that U.S.-Russia tensions today do not fully replicate those of the Cold War. Without the relentless ideological rivalry and near universal geopolitical conflict between the nuclear superpowers as in the Cold War, both Russians and Americans today lack the acute fear of a crisis spiraling out of control that, for half a century, acted as a brake on intentional or reckless escalation of conflict. In other words, even

---

though Russia and the United States still have the capability to destroy one another and the world, the perceived stakes of U.S.-Russia conflict may not be high enough for either side to feel pressured to make concessions to avoid escalation, much less to achieve a renewed and enduring consensus on European security.

The lower perceived stakes of U.S.-Russia confrontation are not only a function of the relatively greater connectedness between Russian and American citizens, businesses, social groups and others today. The perception also depends on individual experience. In the past quarter century, despite frequent disagreement on matters of regional security, trade, or, especially, human rights, Russia and the United States have not come close to the type of razor’s edge crises and proxy conflicts that during the Cold War were a constant reminder of the danger of escalation. The Helsinki process itself commenced in an atmosphere of détente that followed flashpoints in Berlin in 1948, Korea in 1950–53, Hungary in 1956, Cuba in 1962, Czechoslovakia in 1967, and Vietnam from the mid-1960s, each of which could have been the opening salvo of a wider confrontation.

Recognizing that regional or proxy conflicts in which U.S. and Soviet interests clashed raised a serious risk of escalation to general nuclear conflict between the superpowers, by the 1970s leaders in Washington and Moscow concluded that they had to accept a basic framework for coexistence and cooperation in which, though rivalry would continue, maximalist ambitions would be set aside in order to avoid a general catastrophe. Between some Soviet and U.S. leaders, especially Kissinger, Nixon and Reagan on the U.S. side, and Brezhnev, Andropov and Gorbachev on the Soviet side, relatively stable working relationships developed, with occasionally even a positive personal rapport.

At the present time, personal relations between the U.S. and Russian leadership are frosty at best. Even at the height of a “Reset” intended to improve U.S.-Russia ties in 2009, President Obama referred to Vladimir Putin as a man with “one foot in the old ways of doing business,”5 while since the outbreak of the Ukraine crisis, he has declared that Russia’s President is behaving in an uncivilized manner, or is “on the wrong side of history.”6 Though more careful in his public pronouncements, Putin seems to harbor no particular respect or affection for Obama. Moreover, domestic political pressures on both presidents now favor enhanced confrontation, and both leaders correctly assess

that to compromise with the other would open them to accusations of weakness from political opponents, pundits and the publics at large.

Is a New European Security Consensus Possible?

In light of these considerable constraints, is it possible for Russia and the United States to achieve significant progress on shared security in the Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian space?

As noted above, no major improvement in U.S.-Russia engagement will be possible without progress on the ongoing crisis in and around Ukraine. Such progress would entail, at a minimum, a durable ceasefire to bring the Donbas violence to a halt, with measures to prevent the sides from substantially rearming or preparing for renewed hostilities in the future. As the Minsk framework agreements have rightly concluded, the ceasefire must be accompanied by an internal Ukrainian political process to restore Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity, while enshrining a special status for the separatist regions that all sides can accept.7

Though a cessation of fighting and an internal political settlement in Ukraine are urgently needed to defuse tensions, progress between Russia and the West on the broader portfolio of Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian security will also require a broader approach to resolving the regional conflict of which Ukraine is a part. In that context, a framework for compromise might include several key steps.

First, both Russia and the West could agree to a temporary moratorium on competing integration projects in the post-Soviet space. The Baltic States aside, no post-Soviet state has successfully managed such a transition without serious political, economic and security disjunction, while neither Western nor Russian integration projects yet offer a credible perspective for compatibility or even coexistence that is essential for the region’s long term economic success. Competition between European-oriented and Russian/Eurasian-oriented economic, political and security integration projects has had mixed effects for individual post-Soviet economies, but has clearly driven worsening tension between Russia and the West, with disastrous consequences for the entire region. A temporary halt to this geopolitical “land rush” would at least give governments in the region breathing room to prepare their populations and restructure their economies to better accommodate any future integration.

---

program. At the same time, a pause would clear the table enough to permit a badly needed direct dialogue between Russia and the West.

The second key step to be addressed through such dialogue should be to restore and reaffirm the foundational idea that borders must be changed only by the mutual consent of the parent country and the regional population, and only by peaceful means. This mutual reaffirmation would implicitly acknowledge Russia's longstanding objection to NATO intervention in Yugoslavia and subsequent Kosovo independence as an exception to the rule, but also recognize that Russia's seizure and annexation of Crimea was a clear violation, to which Ukraine and the West will maintain a standing objection. With a restored commitment from both sides, the outliers to a half-century of essentially stable and secure European borders can be treated more productively as disputed exceptions that do not negate the underlying rule, rather than the drivers of recrimination and worsening confrontation that they have become in recent years.

The third key step forward in a framework solution around the Ukraine crisis should be that foreign military forces are not deployed on another state's territory without that state's consent. Because so much dispute has surrounded the legitimacy of Russian deployments in the post-Soviet space over the past quarter century, including in Southeastern Ukraine, there is no doubt that Russia would have to offer a concrete gesture of reassurance to the United States, Europe, and its own neighbors that it still considers this to be a tenet of European security. The best opportunity for such a demonstration would be in the Donbas. Despite Ukrainian and Western assertions to the contrary, Russia still has not formally acknowledged that its soldiers are participating in an occupation of Ukrainian territory, yet it has agreed to support the terms of the Minsk ceasefire and disengagement of forces on both sides. In the context of a general cessation of hostilities, Russia could support Ukraine's initiative for an international peacekeeping mission, in which it could also participate, with a mandate to include verifying the withdrawal of any foreign fighters from the region, and sealing the Russia-Ukraine border.

None of these key principles could gain much traction in isolation. To foster such positive initiatives from either side would also require U.S. and Russian participation in a serious dialogue on the larger problems of European, Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian security looking forward. How might such a dialogue take place?

The best hope is likely a return to the original Helsinki principles, which were first negotiated by regional states in the context of a Cold War rivalry between blocs led by Moscow and Washington. Today, the United States, Europe, and Russia all share an interest in renewal of just such a dialogue,
although what will not—indeed what must not—return is the Cold War “balance of terror” that exerted pressure on all sides to participate seriously in the original Helsinki process. The motivation for a new regional security dialogue must instead come much more from Europe itself, where European states must also play a more central role commensurate with their enhanced capacity.

The United States will not be absent from this process. Yet, as the most powerful single global actor, Washington faces an unprecedented array of challenges ranging from defusing traditional and non-state conflicts in the Middle East and East Asia to managing the potentially cataclysmic impact of global climate change and cyber attacks. As a consequence, the longstanding U.S. call to its European allies and partners to shoulder a greater share of the burden in ensuring their own security is now heard with greater frequency and urgency, even as Washington rushes to provide reassurance to its NATO allies. Perhaps more importantly, Europe’s ability to act in a coordinated fashion is also greater than ever, prodded along by the necessity of responding to the continuing Eurozone and Ukraine crises. Much has been made of Germany’s growing comfort with the role of European hegemon, yet Berlin is very unlikely to depart from the pan-European infrastructure it has been so instrumental in erecting and in which it retains such a high financial and political stake.

Despite official rhetoric defining Russia’s unique Eurasian path and increasingly cosy ties between Moscow and Beijing, there is also no reason to believe that Russia will abandon its longstanding desire for an equal role at the top table in managing European security. The U.S. and Europe can be confident that if they are open to the resumption of a serious dialogue on regional security, Russia will at least be certain to come to the table. Moreover, since Russia and various European economies have grown increasingly interdependent over the past quarter century, Russia and Europe should share the recognition that a faltering security order on the continent will deliver severe economic damage to all sides, which will in turn exacerbate destabilizing trends at the extreme ends of both Russian and European politics.

A renewed Helsinki-type dialogue on European, Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian security must certainly be inclusive, with formal representation for every regional state as well as others with compelling interests in the region, such as major trading partners and international organizations. However, in practical terms, the process must also acknowledge the changed reality of regional blocs today, including both the European Union and NATO on the one hand, and the Eurasian Union, Collective Security Treaty Organization and even Shanghai Cooperation Organization on the other. The point of this “big tent” approach is not to drown difficult regional problems in a platitudinous international
alphabet soup, but rather to ensure that the dialogue aims at solutions that can actually work against the backdrop of the region’s more significant integration projects and its interconnections with the wider world.

Despite its outsized power relative to any other individual regional state, the U.S. would be well advised not to cast a giant shadow over this renewed dialogue. For one thing, Russia must be confronted with the full significance of its current alienation from most of Europe, and overbearing U.S. leadership would undoubtedly distract from that message. More importantly, if Washington hopes for a durable consensus to emerge, it should be prepared to let Europeans lead the process, and to lend its support, even if some compromises do not fully conform to its own values in all instances. The most important U.S. role will be to underscore the continuing strength of collective security so that NATO allies, E.U. member states, and other partners in the region can be fully confident, rather than fearful, in pursuing a comprehensive settlement that respects Russian interests as well as their own.

Lastly, in addition to seeking consensus at the political level, the state-to-state dialogue should foster and endorse an ongoing process of direct dialogue among civil societies within and around Europe. Such a dialogue is now badly needed to begin to address the deficits of trust and goodwill among ordinary citizens throughout Europe, but especially in the East where Russians and Ukrainians, Poles, Balts, and others are resurrecting rhetoric and imagery from the most poisonous chapters of their shared history. Without a robust European security consensus, reconciliation between and within societies will not take place; but without a civil society dialogue aimed at reconciliation, no security arrangement can long endure.

**Conclusion: Helsinki Plus 40**

As the fourth decade since the Helsinki Final Act draws to a close, it is clearly past time to begin the inclusive, multi-level dialogue envisioned above. It would be overly optimistic to presume that a renewed security consensus on the Helsinki model could be quickly achieved, nor would the dialogue itself need to conform neatly to any particular timetable. Yet the crisis in and around Ukraine today provides an incentive for urgent action to prevent an even greater catastrophe, which can spur governments and private actors to undertake difficult steps they might otherwise have avoided or delayed.

While immediate steps must be taken to prevent further violence in Ukraine and others must follow to enshrine a longer lasting political compromise, no settlement can be complete without attention to the worsening region-wide
tensions between Russia and the West. The best forum for such attention would be a renewal of the type of process that produced the original Helsinki Final Act at the height of the Cold War. Relations between Moscow and Washington have reached a low point in some respects reminiscent of that period, yet the perceived risks of the current confrontation by themselves are not sufficient motivation for the U.S. and Russia to be the driving forces for dialogue. Rather, with support from Washington, Europe must play the leading role, building on its enhanced unity and capacity as it emerges from the existential political and economic crises it has faced over the past several years.

The fortieth anniversary of the Helsinki Final Act comes at yet another moment of acute crisis for Europe, and it raises the question whether the community of European, Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian states is prepared to step up to such a weighty challenge. For now, the answer is not clear, but it is not unreasonable to hope that by the next major Helsinki anniversary, this community will have revived and restored a strong consensus on European security which can endure for at least another half century or more. By the time of that more distant future, perhaps the vision of a global order that assures peace, human security, and prosperity will be more than the hopeful abstraction it remains today.